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- Navy Bases Overseas

Overseas Navy bases installations for Bahrain, Cuba, Diego Garcia, Europe, ... U.S. Naval Forces Central Command - U.S. Fifth Fleet Command Maritime forces ...
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May 7, 2011 – Major Military Bases World-Wide ... Air Force, Saudi Arabia, US Military Training Mission. Air Force, South Korea, Kunsan AB. Air Force, South ...
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The United States Navy is the largest in the world, maintaining a global presence ...Find naval bases and ports with links to their military websites here. ... test and evaluation laboratories of the U.S. Navy and boasts a wide base of expertise in ...
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There are hundreds of military bases in the United States with even more military bases being operated worldwide. Learn more about the military bases near ...
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Jul 16, 2012 – While the collection of Cold War-era giant bases around the world is "to create a worldwide network of frontier forts," with the US military "the ...
The Declaration from the International Conference for the Abolition of Foreign Military Bases indicates what the Network stands for and its purpose. The final approval was on March 9, 2007 in Manta, Ecuador.

We come together from 40 countries as grassroots activists from groups that promote women's rights, indigenous sovereignty, environmental justice, human rights, and social justice. We come from social movements, peace movements, faith-based organizations, youth organizations, trade unions, and indigenous communities. We come from local, national, and international formations.

United by our struggle for justice, peace, self-determination of peoples and ecological sustainability, we have founded a network animated by the principles of solidarity, equality, openness, and respect for diversity.

Foreign military bases and all other infrastructure used for wars of aggression violate human rights; oppress all people, particularly indigenous peoples, African descendants, women and children; and destroy communities and the environment. They exact immeasurable consequences on the spiritual and psychological wellbeing of humankind. They are instruments of war that entrench militarization, colonialism, imperial policy, patriarchy, and racism. The United States-led illegal invasions and ongoing occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan were launched from and enabled by such bases. We call for the immediate withdrawal of all foreign troops from these lands and reject any planned attack against Iran.
We denounce the primary responsibility of the U.S. in the proliferation of foreign military bases, as well as the role of NATO, the European Union and other countries that have or host foreign military bases.

We call for the total abolition of all foreign military bases and all other infrastructure used for wars of aggression, including military operations, maneuvers, trainings, exercises, agreements, weapons in space, military laboratories and other forms of military interventions.

We demand an end to both the construction of new bases and the reinforcement of existing bases; an end to and cleanup of environmental contamination; an end to legal immunity and other privileges of foreign military personnel. We demand integral restorations and full and just compensation for social and environmental damages caused by these bases.

Our first act as an international network is to strengthen Ecuador’s commitment to terminate the agreement that permits the U.S. military to use the base in Manta beyond 2009. We commit to remain vigilant to ensure this victory.

We support and stand in solidarity with those who struggle for the abolition of all foreign military bases worldwide.

**Foreign Military Bases Out Now! Manta Si! Bases No!**

---------------------------------------------

Welcome to the new website of the No Bases Network!

Apart from information about the Network, this website aims to be a source of information for anyone who wants to know about bases and no-bases campaigns.

The website also links to the No Bases Network blog and to two databases: one on bases and the other to on-line documentation on bases.

Network members as well as non-members can easily add their information, news and experiences in relation to bases and campaigns against them!
International Network for Abolition of Foreign Military Bases
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Because Dufour’s essays is long, I have copied his conclusion here to the beginning. D
Conclusion

This article has focussed on the Worldwide development of US military power.

The US tends to view the Earth surface as a vast territory to conquer, occupy and exploit. The fact that the US Military splits the World up into geographic command units vividly illustrates this underlying geopolitical reality.

Humanity is being controlled and enslaved by this Network of US military bases.

The ongoing re-deployment of US troops and military bases has to be analyzed in a thorough manner if we wish to understand the nature of US interventionism in different regions of the World.

This militarisation process is characterised by armed aggression and warfare, as well as interventions called "cooperation agreements". The latter reaffirmed America's economic design design in the areas of trade and investment practices. Economic development is ensured through the miniaturization or the control of governments and organizations. Vast resources are thereby expended and wasted in order to allow such control to be effective, particularly in regions which have a strategic potential in terms of wealth and resources and which are being used to consolidate the Empire's structures and functions.

The setting up of the International Network for the Abolition of Foreign Military Bases turns out to be an extraordinary means to oppose the miniaturization process of the Planet. Such Network is indispensable and its growth depends on a commitment of all the People of the World. It will be extremely difficult to mobilize them, but the ties built up by the Network among its constituent resistance movements are a positive element, which is ultimately conducive to more cohesive and coordinated battle at the World level.

The Final Declaration of the Second International Conference against Foreign Military Bases which was held in Havana in November 2005 and was endorsed by delegates from 22 countries identifies most of the major issues, which confront mankind. This Declaration constitutes a major peace initiative. It establishes international solidarity in the process of disarmament.

Review Article:
The Worldwide Network of US Military Bases
The Global Deployment of US Military Personnel
The Worldwide control of humanity's economic, social and political activities is under the helm of US corporate and military power. Underlying this process are various schemes of direct and indirect military intervention. These US sponsored strategies ultimately consist in a process of global subordination.

Where is the Threat?

The 2000 Global Report published in 1980 had outlined "the State of the World" by focussing on so-called "level of threats" which might negatively influence or undermine US interests.

Twenty years later, US strategists, in an attempt to justify their military interventions in different parts of the World, have conceptualised the greatest fraud in US history, namely "the Global War on Terrorism" (GWOT). The latter, using a fabricated pretext constitutes a global war against all those who oppose US hegemony. A modern form of slavery, instrumented through militarization and the "free market" has unfolded.
Major elements of the conquest and world domination strategy by the US refer to:

1) the control of the world economy and its financial markets,

2) the taking over of all natural resources (primary resources and nonrenewable sources of energy). The latter constitute the cornerstone of US power through the activities of its multinational corporations.

Geopolitical Outreach: Network of Military Bases

The US has established its control over 191 governments which are members of the United Nations. The conquest, occupation and/or otherwise supervision of these various regions of the World is supported by an integrated network of military bases and installations which covers the entire Planet (Continents, Oceans and Outer Space). All this pertains to the workings of an extensive Empire, the exact dimensions of which are not always easy to ascertain.

Known and documented from information in the public domain including Annual Reports of the US Congress, we have a fairly good understanding of the structure of US military expenditure, the network of US military bases and the shape of this US military-strategic configuration in different regions of the World.

The objective of this article is to build a summary profile of the World network of military bases, which are under the jurisdiction and/or control of the US. The spatial distribution of these military bases will be examined together with an analysis of the multibillion dollar annual cost of their activities.

In a second section of this article, Worldwide popular resistance movements directed against US military bases and their various projects will be outlined. In a further article we plan to analyze the military networks of other major nuclear superpowers including the United Kingdom, France and Russia.

I. The Military Bases

Military bases are conceived for training purposes, preparation and stockage of military equipment, used by national armies throughout the World. They are not very well known in view of the fact that they are not open to the public at large. Even though they take on different shapes, according to the military function for which they were established; they can broadly be classified under four main categories:

a) Air Force Bases (see photos 1 and 2);

b) Army or Land Bases;
c) Navy Bases and 

d) Communication and Spy Bases.

Photo 1. Air Base of Diego Garcia located in the Indian Ocean

Photo 2. Diego Garcia. An Aerial View of two B-52 and six Kc-a135


II. More than 1000 US Bases and/or Military Installations
In 2007, Professor Jules Dufour became Chevalier de l'Ordre national du Québec, a distinction conferred by the Quebec government, for his contributions to World peace and human rights, his numerous scholarly writings and the work he accomplished in the context of national and international commissions on issues pertaining to regional development, human rights and the protection of the environment.

Translated from the French, first published on Global Research's French language website: www.mondialisation.ca
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Sep 14, 2011 – Pundits · 2012 Presidential ... The U.S. military "is in 130 countries. ...According to this report, the U.S. has 662 overseas bases in 38 foreign ...
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www.motherjones.com/.../2012/.../pentagon-new-generation-military...
Jul 16, 2012 – How the Pentagon is quietly transforming its overseas base empire and creating a dangerous new way of war. ... 16, 2012 9:14 AM PDT .... Although the US military vacated around 60% of its foreign bases following the Soviet ...

3. United States military deployments - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_military_deployments
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Jul 23, 2012 – Anthropologist David Vine spent three years researching the changing structure of America's military bases worldwide. His research found a ...

7. Anti-Base Movement Organizations
closethebase.org/us-military-bases/anti-base-movement-organizations/
Anti-bases protests have taken place in Japan since the U.S. Occupation. More recently, after a U.S. military helicopter crashed in Okinawa in August 13, 2004, ...
8. How Many Soldiers Are Deployed Overseas - VetFriends.com
   www.vetfriends.com/US-deployments-overseas/
   How Many US Soldiers Are Deployed Overseas 2011. ... Members: 1,342,131 Member Login
   December 09, 2012 ... historical Byzantine, Ottoman, Roman & British Empires relied heavily
   on foreign military bases during their peaks of power.

9. Military Installation Guides 2.0
   benefits.military.com/misc/installations/Landing_Page.jsp
   Each military installation offers services ranging from commissaries to
   pharmacies. ...on Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps or Coast Guard bases worldwide.
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